France

With the recent election of the current French President, Macron, it was leaked out into the Free Press that Macron was blatantly put into direct power on orders from the Jewish Emperors and self-stated Messianic Kings of the Jewish race, the Rothschilds themselves, who control France and the EU. The Rothschilds and Warburgs created the EU to enact the Jewish plan of total Genocide of the European Race. This fact is confessed by their political asset Kalergi, who put this together on floor level for them. This also explains why France joined in America to destroy Libya to protect their Rothschild masters’ monopoly.

In the last election, the regime in France openly rigged the election against Le Pen’s party with the distribution system of ballots and how they are issued to the public. This was done to cause Le Pen’s party to suffer a major loss of votes to allow for Macron and the general continuation of the Jewish elites selection process to trump elections.

However, in Europe things are changing fast. The EU has lost Italy, Hungary, Austria and Poland to Nationalists, and they are losing Germany, which is the heart of the EU power base. Jewish Merkel has been undergoing a quiet coup against her in the Parliament, and her chosen Parliament leader was just denied for someone else, a major kiss of death to her political career. In Germany, we have thousands of protesters in the streets demanding and chanting "National Socialism Now!" The writing is on the wall for Germany.

France is the other major EU player the Jewish elites are trying to desperately hold onto. They are in enough panic over Germany. Macron’s public political fight with the leader of Hungary has also revealed something. The EU Parliament elections next spring are bringing the end to the anti-European grip on power.

Within this sinking ship of evil schemes and dreams for the Jewish establishment’s plans to turn Europe in Mordor, we have the latest news from Jewish-controlled France. Marie Le Pen was forced by the regime to undergo psychiatric testing by the state to make sure she is not mentality ill for protesting the murderous terrorism of Islamic State. This is done in a pathetic attempt to make not just Le Pen, but anyone in France who is against Islamic migration and the influx of dangerous Jihadism into Europe appear as mentality insane. Thus the actual obvious message is that anyone who questions the Jewish regime’s policy of the Genocide of the European Race is mentality ill. Take this as a lesson: Le Pen has kissed up to the Kikes, but it’s all in vain. The Jewish Talmud states from the Jewish Torah: "Even the best of the Gentiles kill them." So even if you’re the best Shabbos Goy on Earth, the Chosen got your number on a bullet.
This is the same tactic the Jews used when they ran their slave camp called the USSR. Anyone who opposed or questioned the Jewish establishment was labeled as criminally insane by their State and locked away and tortured Clockwork Orange style in psychiatric prisons. Today the Jewish power groups have also campaigned to label "Anti-Semitism" a mental illness as well. It should be obvious as to why. They will then create legal base work to have people arrested and locked away in psychiatric prisons who oppose the criminal rule of the Jewish race, where a Dr. Jewbergwtiz will then see to their "treatment".

Any Gentile who does not believe they are a talking animal put here by the Jewish G_d, to be slave property of the only human beings, which are the Jews, is mentality ill says the Jews....... Well then, are we done taking the disgusting criminal claims of these inbred, alien kike maniacs seriously?
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